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“Our philosophers, some of them, would have us

agree that a word (sentence, statement) has value

only in so far as it has one single meaning, points

to one fact which is comprehensible to the rational

intellect, logically sound, and—ideally—quantifiable.

Apollo, the god of light, of reason, of proportion,

harmony, numbers—Apollo blinds those who

press too close in worship. Don’t look straight

at the sun. Go into a dark bar for a bit and

have a beer with Dionysios, every now and then.”

(Ursula K. Le Guin, in the Introduction for “The Left Hand of Darkness”)





Resumo
Durante quase toda a sua história democrática, o Brasil tem usado o sistema de rep-

resentação proporcional por lista aberta para eleger deputados. Nesta dissertação eu

argumento que ações estratégicas de políticos, com vias de reduzir incerteza e tomando

proveito de pequenas reformas no sistema político, conseguiram ‘fechar’ parcialmente o

sistema, concentrando poder em caciques partidários. Esse processo criou um ecossistema

de legendas de aluguel, pequenos partidos concentrados ao redor de um único político e

que servem como meros veículos eleitorais para eles. O sistema assemelha-se a sistemas

de lista mais fechada na medida em que líderes possuem maior influência nos resultados

eleitorais, embora ainda seja altamente personalizado. De início, eu demonstro a incerteza

inerente ao sistema através de uma série de simulações. Após descrever como sistemas

de representação proporcional podem variar em ‘abertura’ mesmo sem muitas diferenças

formais, eu proponho uma definição rigorosa do conceito de legenda de aluguel, ausente

na literatura brasileira apesar de muitas menções ao fenômeno, e uma tipologia de es-

tratégias partidárias. Em seguida, testo os efeitos de uma decisão judicial que dificultou a

migração partidária para políticos eleitos, demonstrando que ela levou à criação de novos

partidos para que políticos pudessem burlar a proibição. Na eleição de 2018, legendas

de aluguel haviam se tornado o tipo de partido modal no Brasil, gerando o sistema par-

tidário mais fragmentado da história das democracias. Isso foi possível graças às regras

que delimitam a formação de listas partidárias, a distribuição de recursos, e a migração

partidária, e foi incentivado pela incerteza intrínseca ao sistema. A dissertação contribui

para a compreensão dos efeitos de instituições políticas, particularmente as que geram

alta incerteza, e a como os políticos respondem a elas.

Palavras-chave: Partidos políticos. Eleições. Instituições políticas.





Abstract
Brazil has used open-list proportional representation (OLPR) to elect legislators for most

of the country’s democratic history. In this thesis I argue that strategic actions by politi-

cians seeking to reduce uncertainty and exploiting changes in minor aspects of the electoral

system have, in effect, partially ‘closed’ the system, concentrating power on local party

leaders. This process created an ecosystem of “parties for rent”, tiny parties that are con-

centrated around a single politician and serve as electoral vehicles for them. The system

resembles ‘more closed’ lists in the sense that leaders exert stronger influence on electoral

outcomes, but is highly personalized nonetheless. First, I demonstrate this inherent un-

certainty through a series of simulations. After describing how PR systems can vary in

degrees of ‘openness’ even without formal differences in ballot structure, I propose a rig-

orous definition of party for rent, which was missing in the literature in spite of recurring

mentions to the phenomenon, and a typology of party strategies. I then test the effects

of a court decision that increased the costs of party switching, demonstrating it led to

the creation of new parties so that legislators could bypass the prohibition. As of the

2018 election, parties for rent had become the modal type of party in Brazil, generating

the highest levels of party system fragmentation ever recorded. This was made possi-

ble by the rules governing list formation, distribution of resources, and party switching,

and incentivized by the intrinsic uncertainty in the system. The thesis contributes to

understanding the effects of political institutions, particularly those that generate high

uncertainty, and how politicians respond to them.

Keywords: Political parties. Elections. Political institutions.
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1
Introduction

In October 2019, over 180 thousand Argentinian voters in the province of Jujuy cast a

vote for the Frente de Todos (FdT) alliance in the legislative elections. They helped elect

María Carolina Moisés, a local rising name in her party, the Partido Justicialista (PJ). A

little over one year earlier, almost 83 thousand voters in the Brazilian state of Pernambuco

voted to reelect deputy Wolney Queiroz of the PDT (Partido Democrático Trabalhista).

What do these two politicians have in common? Despite competing under radically

different electoral systems, they knew they would win their elections. Argentina runs

closed-list proportional representation (CLPR) elections, and Deputy Moisés was the first

name on her party list in a province where the PJ always performs well. For her to lose,

the opposing coalition Juntos por el Cambio would have to receive thrice the FdT’s votes

in the state to win all three seats in contest. Moreover, she was hand-picked by senator

Guillermo Snopek as his successor in the province. In contrast, Brazil uses open-list

proportional representation (OLPR), and Deputy Queiroz is from a small party. However,

he is the unopposed leader of his party in his state, directed over 80% of the public funds

the local PDT was entitled to his own campaign, and designed strategic alliances that

ensured him a safe seat even without an extraordinary personal vote tally.

Brazil has employed OLPR since 1932, but party lists have become much more elec-

torally concentrated than one would expect given open-list’s basic characteristics. Strate-

gic actions by politicians seeking to reduce electoral uncertainty and exploiting changes

in relatively minor aspects of the electoral system have, to some extent, closed Brazil’s

OLPR system and generated an ecosystem of tiny parties that have given Brazil the most

fragmented party system ever recorded. This is not to say that the Brazilian electoral
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system functions exactly like the closed-list systems in countries such as Argentina and

Norway. But assuming that we can rank PR systems on how much parties vis-à-vis voters

decide who gets elected, the Brazilian system is “more closed” than the typical OLPR

system.

My argument follows the same vein of recent studies that highlight the importance

of parties in Brazilian legislative elections (Cheibub and Sin, 2020; Power and Zucco,

2021). Although partisanship is not a crucial variable for down-ticket elections and the

vote is greatly influenced by personal reputations, party organizations at the state level

play a key role. They select candidates, build the lists that aggregate votes to determine

seat allocation, and control campaign resources. With these prerogatives in hands, party

leaders can choose among different strategies. Programmatic parties generally distribute

resources in a diverse pool of candidates, but an alternative and increasingly common

strategy is for a local notable to join a small party and concentrate resources on her own

election - creating what scholars and pundits often call “parties for rent”.

1.1 Plan of the thesis

The next chapter delves into what it means to “close a list”. I review recent studies on elec-

toral systems of party-list proportional representation and, working on the established idea

that the difference between closed-lists and open-lists is fuzzier than originally thought,

I propose that the Brazilian OLPR cannot be currently classified into the most-open

extreme. Even though the electoral system allows for unfettered intralist competition,

party leaders still exert significant control over the chances of most individual candidates.

Through simulations of electoral results and a novel estimation of the incumbency advan-

tage for representatives in the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies, I show that incumbents

are safer than they theoretically should be in an uncertain system. This is precisely due

to the mechanisms that concentrate power on the hands of party leaders.

On the third chapter, I investigate parties for rent. This term is commonly used

in Brazil by pundits, political scientists, and the general public. I propose a rigorous

conceptualization and operationalization of this type of party, which had not been done in

the literature. These parties matter because “renting” a party has become an increasingly
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popular strategy for pragmatic politicians to reduce uncertainty. The combination of a

large number of registered parties with a federalized electoral system generates many

“vacant” parties at the state level. These parties are then “rented” out to entrepreneurial

politicians who become their de facto unchallenged leader and gain full control of party

resources, including campaign funding, to maximize their chances of success. Parties for

rent have also become the modal type of state-party as of 2018, and are part of the

explanation for Brazil having the most fragmented party system in the world.

The fourth chapter includes a series of tests on the subject of party switching,

exploiting a court decision that greatly increased the costs of switching parties for elected

politicians. I find that candidates “on the margins” of winning or losing elections are

very likely to switch parties for the subsequent cycle, probably as a strategy to gain

more control. The court decision created a discontinuity, effectively banning winners

from following this strategy. Fortunately for them, they found a loophole: creating new

parties served as “just cause” in court to leave their former parties. I find that these

new parties emerged as a type of stopgap or emergency response until the legislators

themselves changed back the law to allow for party switching again.





2
How does a list close?

Brazil has used open-list proportional representation (PR) for legislative elections for

most of the country’s democratic history. This system is said to generate incentives for

politicians to cultivate personal reputation, foster intraparty competition, and promote

legislative particularism at the expense of national politics (Carey and Shugart, 1995;

Ames, 1995; Nicolau, 2006). In brief, it is often pointed as the direct culprit of most

malaises of Brazilian politics.

Recent studies, however, indicate the system developed some particular features.

Parties know how many seats they can expect to win in advance, and particularly the

larger parties manage to coordinate their candidates to avoid wasting resources or target-

ing overlapping constituencies (Silotto, 2019; Cheibub and Sin, 2020). Incumbents have

electoral advantages, despite the fact that it is hard to claim credit for pork-barrel bene-

fits, high-quality challengers often run, and it is theoretically easy to unseat an incumbent

in high magnitude OLPR (Samuels, 2001; Meireles, 2019). And the party system frag-

mentation, which broke record after record for being the world’s highest, is a symptom

of the fact that many politicians choose to be “big fish in small ponds”, being the local

leader of a small party instead of a middling member of a large party (Power and Zucco,

2021).

Here I argue that all of these features are strategic responses to the system’s

inherent uncertainty. Taking advantage of ancillary rules, Brazilian politicians managed

to, in effect, partially ‘close’ the country’s open-list system, concentrating power on the

hands of party leaders. I begin this chapter by briefly describing the variations of ballot

structures on electoral systems of party-list PR, explaining how lists can be ordered on
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an “openness” continuum. Then I delve into the Brazilian political system, explaining

the inner workings of its open-list PR and how strategic elites made continuous decisions

and changes to curb the system’s uncertainty and concentrate power on party leaders. I

demonstrate this unpredictability by showing how list composition determines the fate of

a significant share of the candidates. Despite that, Brazil has comparatively high levels

of incumbency advantage for a candidate-centered system, suggesting that officeholders

genuinely have tools to avoid the uncertainty. The most important tools include the

discretion of building lists at the local level, the control over the distribution of financial

resources, and the ease with which politicians can switch parties.

2.1 Varieties of Lists

As of 2020, electoral systems of party-list PR are the most common form of electing

legislators in the world. 85 countries and territories use some form of list PR, most notably

in Latin America, Western Europe, and parts of Africa (ACE Project, 2020). Its key

principle is simple: voters vote for lists of candidates, and each list wins a number of seats

proportional to its vote share. However, PR systems are as diverse as they are prevalent.

They vary according to ballot structure, district magnitude, seat allocation methods, and

electoral thresholds, among other less conspicuous characteristics (Taagepera and Shugart,

1989; Gallagher, 1992; Carey and Hix, 2011).

Ballot structure is perhaps the most visible of these attributes: it defines how lists

are ordered and distinguishes between closed-list PR, where voters can only choose among

different lists internally ranked by parties, and systems where voters can (or must) cast

a preferential vote and influence the ordering of their preferred list. These preferential

vote systems can be further divided between flexible lists, where parties provide a default

ordering but a candidate with enough personal votes can override the list and supersede

her co-partisans, and open (sometimes most open) lists, where list ordering is entirely

defined by personal votes (André et al., 2017). In sum, if a party wins n seats in a PR

election, the seats will be allocated to (1) the top n candidates as defined by the party

in a closed-list system; (2) the top n candidates who receive the most personal votes in

an open-list system; or (3) some mix of these attributes in a flexible-list system. Some

systems, like the ones in Denmark and Colombia, allow parties do choose the type of list
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they want to present.

This suggests that party-list electoral systems can be ranked on a continuum of

“openness”, that is, the degree to which party leaders, vis-à-vis voters, decide who gets

elected.1 Ballot structure is not the sole component of this continuum: as party leaders

have alternative tools at their disposal to select and rank candidates, lists become pro-

gressively closed, strengthening parties at the expense of individual accountability. These

tools include the power to select (and veto) candidates and build lists, the ability to di-

rect resources at will, and the level of control of party organizations. Sartori (1997), for

instance, argues that while “party control over the selection and election of its candidates

is maximal when the lists are closed”, many open-lists are de facto fairly closed, such as

Italy’s OLPR in which “party machine bosses” used all these tools plus deliberate fraud

to manipulate preference votes. In sum, the key variable here is the degree of influence of

party leaders over who gets elected.

Figure 1 presents an illustrative and tentative continuum of list “openness” across

some selected democracies with PR systems. On the left-hand side of the scale, we have

Argentina and Norway, both systems with CLPR, in which voters cannot cast prefer-

ence votes for individual candidates, only for a party list as a whole. In Norway, the

country is divided into 19 districts, with a median magnitude of 8 representatives, while

Argentina has 24 districts, and its median province elects 6.5 legislators. The main dif-

ference between these democracies is how political parties organize: in Argentina, the

process of list composition and candidate nomination is fairly verticalized, local leaders

concentrate power and select candidates who are “provincial party loyalists” (Siavelis and

Morgenstern, 2008), and even when parties conduct primaries, they are tilted towards the

leaders’ favorite contenders, given that these leaders “own” the local political machines.

Norway, on the other hand, has perhaps the oldest electoral law governing party nomina-

tions in the world, first enacted in 1921. It dictates that all local party-lists are built in

a decentralized fashion: the county committee consults with local party organizations in

the county’s municipalities, builds a party-list proposal, and local delegates get to vote on

the proposal, approving or rejecting one list position at a time (Matland, 2005). National

party leaders are also formally prohibited from interfering in local list building. These

differences are consistent with Samuels and Shugart (2010) expectations: Argentina’s sep-

1 This idea is also present in Gallagher and Mitchell (2018) and elsewhere.
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Figure 1 – Continuum of openness across selected PR systems2

Closed OpenFlexible

Argentina Norway Sweden Chile Brazil Finland

aration of powers leads to presidentialized parties in which leaders are independent of

members and can exert influence from the top-down, while Norway’s parliamentary sys-

tem makes the party leadership rely on its rank-and-file and effectively open the internal

decision-making process.

Moving to the middle of the scale there is Sweden, a typical flexible-list PR since

1998, when the country reformed its CLPR towards more openness. Many classifications

end up gathering flexible- and open-lists into a single category, but Sweden differs from

pure OLPR systems in that parties provide a ranked list. Voters can cast a preferential

vote, but less than 30% do so. Moreover, a candidate can upset the list ordering if she

receives 5% of the party vote as preferential votes, climbing to the top of the list. But

in most cases the candidates that receive personal votes were already among the party’s

favored. In fact, in the 2014 elections, only 17 (5%) of elected MPs got their seats as a

result of preferential votes – the remainder were elected due to the party vote or would

have been elected due to their original position even without preference votes (Karlsson,

2018).

Next to Sweden on the scale is Chile, more specifically the Chilean electoral system

that endured from Pinochet’s dictatorship until 2017. It was a very particular form of

OLPR with 60 districts electing exactly 2 legislators each. In practice, this binomial

system was heavily biased towards the two largest coalitions, making it so that in each

district they won each one seat, unless a single coalition amassed two-thirds of the district

vote or a small party surpassed one of the large coalitions (Zucco, 2007). The seats

went to the candidates with the most personal votes within the winning coalitions. This

substantial majoritarian bias also created incentives for alliance formation and candidate

selection: coalitions could anticipate very well how many seats they would win and who

would be the most voted candidate in each district, so their pre-electoral negotiations took

that into account. And despite the programmatic character of most parties and efforts

2 The diagram takes into account the influence of party leaders on how rank ordering of candidates are
defined and on modes of candidate selection; see text for details.
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towards inclusiveness, party elites still exerted de facto control over nominations (Siavelis,

2002). In sum, pre-reform Chile was probably the most closed an open-list could be.

On the most-open extreme is Finland, the quintessential OLPR system. Much like

in Norway, primaries and the nomination processes are regulated by law to be internally

democratic within parties. Moreover, parties are strong and rooted in society, so it is

hard for any single leader to intervene. And most importantly, the vote is mandatorily

preferential: the Finnish system is one of the few in which voters cannot vote for the

party list as a whole, and must necessarily choose a candidate. Because there is no party

ordering at all – even the official list is sorted alphabetically to avoid leading voters to a

single candidate – and the common practice is to field many candidates that attract votes

from different groups, there is substantial intraparty competition and responsibilization of

individual candidates. Very few politicians have safe seats, and voters often switch from

preferential candidates within their party of preference between elections (Von Schoultz,

2018).

Finland is the paradigm of the functional open-list: high intraparty competition

coordinated, but not manipulated, by parties. In a setting without strong parties to pro-

vide bottom-up checks, these rules would be expected to lead to chaotic competition and

personalistic campaigns, with parties reduced to lists of individuals that bundle together

to compete against each other; a true hobbesian “war of all against all”, as Cheibub and

Sin (2020) put it. This is what many expected for the Brazilian case. As I will argue

over the next section, however, some minor rules and strategic decisions allowed Brazilian

politicians to curb the inherent uncertainty in the system and gain control over who gets

elected, shifting the country’s PR system unequivocally towards a less-open system in

the closure-openness continuum. In this process, they have generated the highest levels

of party system fragmentation ever recorded.

2.2 The Brazilian OLPR

Brazilian elections use open-list proportional representation for the Chamber of Deputies

(CD), which is the lower house of the federal legislative branch, and for the unicameral

State Assemblies and City Councils. Senate races are defined by plurality rule, while
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all executive offices use majority run-off systems.3 The country is a federal presidential

republic divided into 27 states, which also serve as electoral districts. The 513 seats of

the CD are distributed across these considerably large districts4 with magnitudes ranging

from 8, in the eleven least populous states, to 70, in rich and densely populated São Paulo,

with a median of 10.5

The established expectation is that open-list PR generates incentives to cultivate

a personal reputation distinct from the party’s, and that the high magnitudes and geo-

graphical size of the districts amplify this effect (Carey and Shugart, 1995; Ames, 1995).

In a typical Brazilian election, a voter has to choose a single candidate from a pool of ten

candidates per seat, from 80 in a small state to around a thousand in São Paulo. This

makes personal reputations matter a lot and increases campaign costs, as candidates need

to either be incredibly popular in a small region or very popular in a larger area. Voters

also typically do not vote along party lines: despite a non-trivial share of them having

stable partisan or anti-partisan opinions, this does not always translate into electoral pref-

erences down the ballot (Samuels and Shugart, 2010; Samuels and Zucco, 2018). Voters

can cast votes for a party list instead of voting for individual candidates, but very few

do so, and a large part of the ones that do it, at least in recent elections, actually voted

for the party by mistake due to the somewhat confusing order of the electronic voting in

Brazil (Zucco and Nicolau, 2016).

Parties bring about another complication in Brazilian elections. In most PR sys-

tems, votes are pooled within party lists or in nationally arranged alliances or coalitions

that effectively function as a single party across the whole territory.6 In Brazil, parties

can form this type of electoral alliance much more freely and have no obligation to keep

the alliance during the legislature. The result is a number of temporary coalitions with

little substantive content and that end up confusing voters, who often do not know the

other candidates in the list they are voting for – and who they might end up helping elect.

Both list building and candidate selection are done in a decentralized fashion in most

parties: they are decided at the state level by local leaders, who often have full discretion

3 With the exception of mayoral elections in small municipalities, which have a single plurality round.
4 Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil’s sixth largest state, is roughly the size of Germany. Rio de Janeiro, one

of the smallest, has an area comparable to Denmark’s.
5 See Nicolau (2006) for an in-depth description of the Brazilian OLPR system.
6 A political reform enacted in 2017 banned the creation of joint lists starting in 2020. This should

bring substantial changes to electoral dynamics and to the phenomenon I describe here.
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in these matters (Braga, 2008; Bolognesi, 2013).

This initial description already suggests that lists in Brazil are not as open as

in other OLPR systems, even if the resulting political system is extremely personalized.

Over the next sections I demonstrate that while elections are indeed fairly uncertain and

reliant on interparty and intraparty configurations for most candidates, incumbents are in

fact electorally advantaged. Uncertainty is particularly undesirable from the professional

politician’s perspective, so whenever given the chance they will seek to minimize it. What

ties this together is the concentration of power on local party leaders, the main driver

behind the closing of the Brazilian party-list PR system.

2.2.1 Uncertainty

A very direct consequence of the type of party-list is the degree of intraparty competition

in a system. While in a closed-list every vote for a party can benefit the entire list and

candidates campaign for their parties as a whole, in preferential voting systems competing

with one’s own co-partisans can be a quicker way to win a seat, sometimes at the expense

of the party (Carey and Shugart, 1995). This also introduces a dimension of uncertainty:

if a party already knows beforehand how many seats it expects to win, in CLPR it also

knows who will get these seats. With preferential voting, this depends on the personal

vote of each candidate as well, and these calculations become even more complex as we

move from flexible-list to open-list systems. Moreover, a large share of the candidates

could expect to be near the electoral threshold in OLPR, where uncertainty is at its

highest.

In order to demonstrate this uncertainty and competitiveness, I conduct a series

of simulations. For each iteration I simulate an election following the rules that were in

place in the Brazilian 2018 elections but randomly defining (1) the number of lists, (2)

the number of candidates, and (3) to which list each candidate belongs. These three

quantities are picked from the empirical distribution of the actual variables, and so is

the (standardized) personal vote of each candidate. I do these procedures separately for

the state of São Paulo, Brazil’s richest and most populous federal unit, which elects 70

representatives for the Chamber of Deputies, and for the eleven least populated states,

which elect 8 deputies each. The magnitude of each state formally defines the electoral
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thresholds – each seat “costs” 12.5% of the vote where M = 8, but only 1.4% of the vote

where M = 70 – and also determines the number of candidates that lists can present, so

electoral strategies should be highly comparable across the small states even if they differ

in other characteristics.

Figure 2 shows the simulation results. I simulate 10,000 elections with M = 8 and

with M = 70 each, picking actual candidates from the states and then estimating in how

many of these simulations they would win a seat. After calculating the probability of each

candidate winning on the [0, 1] scale, I transform it by subtracting values higher than 0.5

from 1. The new scale effectively shows the probability of the “least likely outcome”, i.e.

the probability of winning for candidates with P ≤ 0.5 and the probability of losing for

candidates with P > 0.5. The 0.5 mark indicates peak uncertainty, where candidates are

equally likely to win or lose the election. Red dots are candidates that actually won their

elections, while grey ones lost. The dots are more spread out on the panels for small states

because less candidates are picked from the pool in each simulation, so the estimate for

each candidate is prone to more random variation.

The dashed line indicates the 10% mark, under which the uncertainty is very low.

Most candidates are in this region and to the left of the peak, meaning they are mostly

electorally unviable candidates; they represent an average of 77% of candidates in a small

state and 89% in a São Paulo election. At least three quarters of all candidates in an

average Brazilian election have little to no chance of winning.7 There are 13 cases in

São Paulo of candidates below this threshold that actually won; they are very rare cases

of candidates in small lists that had a top name winning enough votes to receive more

than one seat. The most emblematic case is that of Enéas Carneiro, a popular former

presidential candidate than ran for deputy in 2002 and received a record vote of over 1.5

million votes, more than 6 times the electoral threshold of 250,000 and enough to give his

small party PRONA an additional five seats, all of which went to individuals with only a

few hundred personal votes. For this to happen in a small state, a single individual would

have to amass over 25% of the total state-wide vote.

With low uncertainty and to the right of the peak are the candidates that are

almost certain to win election. In São Paulo, they represent only 3% of the candidates,

7 These figures are consistent with Cheibub and Sin (2020) estimates of 76% of all candidates being
“irrelevant” for the final result.
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Figure 2 – Simulation of electoral outcomes. The Y axis indicates the probability of
the least likely outcome for each candidate: to the left (right) of the peak,
the chance of winning (losing) an election. At the peak there is maximum
uncertainty and candidates were equally likely to win or lose the election.

but half of the winners. That is, in any election, 35 of the 70 winners would have won

in almost any list. In small states, however, only one of the 8 winners fit this category.

The one outlier – the single grey dot to the right of the peak and below the line in São

Paulo – is deputy Jorge Tadeu Mudalen, who was a big name in the PMDB in his state

and, running for reelection, won the substantial amount of 127,977 votes, being crucial to

his party winning four seats in the 2002 elections. His bad luck was in the fact that the

PMDB had other four highly competitive candidates and he was the fifth placed by just

over two thousand votes. In most other lists, he would have been elected – according to

my simulation, in nine out of ten lists. After losing his seat, Mudalen switched parties

and joined the PFL, where he won three consecutive elections before losing again in 2018.

The region we are most interested in is the part above the dashed line, where

uncertainty is high and candidates are subject to both intraparty and interparty compe-

tition. Careful list-building is fundamental if they are to succeed here. In an average São

Paulo election with circa 1,000 candidates, there are 75 in this region: 33 winners, who
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end up composing almost half of the state’s deputies, and 42 competitive losers who could

have ended up winning. In a smaller state such as Mato Grosso or Amapá, 16 (20%) of

the 77 candidates are here: 7 winners (out of 8 seats) and 9 competitive losers.8

These simulations show how Brazilian elections are, at least in principle, highly

uncertain, and marginal changes in alliances or in selected candidates matter a lot for

individual results. In other words and in practical terms: had deputy Mudalen had full

control over his list, he probably would have won the election he lost. On the next section,

I analyze incumbency advantage in Brazil. If elections are really that unpredictable, barely

winning an election should not make a substantial difference in winning the next election

– unless incumbents have means to control this uncertainty that challengers do not.

2.2.2 Incumbency advantage

Another possible measure of the unpredictability of an electoral system is its degree of

incumbency advantage. If the average incumbent is very likely to be reelected, many

seats are safe and election results should be certain for parties and candidates. On the

other hand, if the incumbency effect is small, null, or even negative, elections should be

particularly tense. If Brazilian incumbents are advantaged despite the theoretical uncer-

tainty demonstrated in the last section, it would indicate that they are taking strategical

advantages that are probably not available to challengers.

Incumbency advantage has been studied for decades, but only recently it began to

be systematically analyzed across electoral systems with comparable and causally iden-

tified measures. It is broadly understood as “the electoral benefits of holding office”,

whether these benefits are directed towards the political party that fields incumbents or

to the individual incumbent candidate (Gelman and King, 1990; Lee, 2008; Ariga, 2010;

Song, 2018). Here I focus on the advantage for individual candidates, which is more

appropriate for multimember districts with intraparty competition, thus more easily com-

parable to Brazil. In a potential outcomes framework, it can be defined as the difference

between the expected probability of candidate i winning election t + 1 given that she

won election t, and the expected probability of winning at t + 1 had she lost at t. This

8 The ratio of competitive losers to competitive winners is of approximately 1.25 for both small states
and São Paulo.
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methodological concern is key to the subject, since naïve estimates would be engulfed in

endogeneity: the factors that make a candidate succeed at t are correlated to her success

at t + 1, and we need to isolate that to estimate the effect of incumbency. For estimates

of individual candidates or settings with weak parties, it is important to differ between

conditional and unconditional effects to account for strategic exit.9

But why would incumbents be electorally advantaged? The extant literature iden-

tifies three main reasons. First, incumbents enjoy greater visibility and name recognition,

mainly from the free coverage gained from holding office. Second, they can use their access

to government to pass legislation that enhances their prospects in a myriad of ways, and

to bring pork to their constituencies. And third, the mere presence of an incumbent could

discourage high-quality challengers from running for office (Samuels, 2001; Hainmueller

and Kern, 2008; Ariga, 2010). As we will see below, some of these advantages probably

do not apply to the Brazilian case.

This recent literature of “causally concerned” incumbency advantage with regres-

sion discontinuity measures starts with Lee (2008), who estimates that a marginally win-

ning US legislator has around 45 percentage points higher unconditional probability of

winning the following election –- that is, both returning and winning, considering all

non-returners as losers -– compared to marginal losers. Ariga (2010) conducted the first

comparative effort, estimating conditional advantages – the advantage of incumbency

given the probability of re-running – across democracies with different electoral systems,

including three MMD systems: Italy (OLPR with low intraparty competition), Finland

(pure OLPR), and Japan (SNTV). He consistently finds higher advantages to be corre-

lated with lower intraparty competition, i.e. incumbents are safest in Italy (where they

are 28 percentage points more likely to win than challengers, conditional on returning),

with small advantages in Finland (10 p.p), and disadvantaged in Japan (-24 p.p).10 This

is particularly interesting because in Italy the list ordering is defined solely by preference

votes, but never more than 30% of voters cast a personal vote, the remainder opting to

vote for the party list without expressing a preferential candidate, and parties campaigned

for voters to pick their leader if any. Moreover, as previously mentioned, preference votes

9 For more on this discussion, see especially Song (2018).
10 Ariga (2010) estimates incumbency advantages within each of the main parties of these countries, and

the estimates I report here are the simple averages he estimates for each country. A more appropriate
measure would take into account the relative size of each party but should not deviate substantially
from these estimates.
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were said to be heavily controlled by party leaders in Italy, both by campaigning for and

investing in specific candidates and, in certain regions, by deliberately frauding the party

ballots by marking preference votes where voters cast none.11 Intraparty competition thus

was much more limited than in Finland, where every vote is necessarily for an individual

candidate.

Dettman et al. (2017) find that, for Indonesia’s flexible-list PR, incumbency ad-

vantages exist but are mediated by party-defined list positions. At the top of the list,

incumbents are 25 p.p. more likely to win than challengers, but this effect vanishes down

the list. At the same time, incumbents are more likely to be placed on top. For Denmark’s

very competitive open-list in local elections, Dahlgaard (2016) finds an unconditional in-

cumbency advantage of 15 percentage points. Finally, Song (2018) replicates different

studies using updated and comparable methods. Among his findings is that some orig-

inal estimates were biased due to strategic exit and testing for the incumbency effect

conditional on rerunning can provide a more accurate picture.

Expectations and findings are both somewhat mixed for the Brazilian case. Samuels

(2001), for instance, argues that incumbents and challengers for the Chamber of Deputies

are on a level playing field because good incumbents run for different offices instead of

seeking reelection, parties tend to select well-known challengers, and it is not trivial to

claim credit for delivering pork. Opposing Samuels’ expectations, Pereira and Rennó

(2013) claim that running for reelection is the safest – and most pursued – choice for

incumbent deputies, and Speck and Mancuso (2014) review articles that, despite possible

endogeneity biases, point towards high success rates for incumbents. Nicolau (2006) also

raises the point that most failed reelection attempts are actually incumbents who lose

their seats to fellow party members, not to interparty competition. Finally, Ariga (2015)

expects that MMD systems with intraparty competition, such as Brazil’s OLPR, will dis-

play little or no incumbency advantage. He points out that many of these systems have

low effective thresholds, and challengers from small parties have good electoral prospects.

If we were to follow the arguments that deem the Brazilian electoral system to be fully

chaotic, incumbency advantage for legislators should be close to Ariga (2010) estimates

for Finland (a pure OLPR system) or even Japan (a very unpredictable SNTV system).

11 See also Katz and Bardi (1980), who argued that the Italian OLPR was more open than many
argued at the time, but that in general “the party can maintain reasonably effective control over its
parliamentary personnel”.
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While it is not completely clear what incumbency effect we should expect for

Brazilian legislators, the literature has found an established incumbency disadvantage

for Brazilian mayors, or at best a null incumbency effect, both for individual candidates

and for their parties and across different specifications (De Magalhães, 2015; Klasnja

and Titiunik, 2017; Song, 2018). To the best of my knowledge, the first attempt at

causally estimating the incumbency advantage for Brazilian deputies has been done by

Meireles (2019), who follows De Magalhães on estimating unconditional RD effects for

individual candidates, and finds that incumbents are 24 p.p. more likely than challengers

to win the following election. As pointed out by Song (2018), this estimate can be biased,

particularly if we expect strategic exit from candidates – as Samuels (2001) argues we

should expect in Brazil. Because of that, I rerun the estimates for Brazil, with slightly

different specifications than Meireles’s, including data for the 2018 electoral cycle, which

was not available at the time of his study, and following Song’s guidelines to obtain

estimates of both conditional – comparable to Ariga’s – and unconditional – comparable

to Meireles’s – effects.12

Figure 3 shows the results. My original estimates are largely consistent with

Meireles (2019): I find effects of incumbency advantage conditional on running of 27 p.p.

for federal deputies in Brazil. The unconditional estimates stand at 28 p.p., suggesting

that Meireles’s estimates are probably unbiased and the existing differences are due to

specification differences and the addition of the 2018 election. Furthermore, my point

estimate is almost equal to Ariga (2010) estimate for Italy, significantly above his estimates

for Finland, and very close to Dettman et al. (2017) effect size for Indonesia. This puts

Brazil on par with systems where preference votes exist but intraparty competition is

substantially contained – as Sartori’s comment on Italy exemplifies –, and distinguishes

the country from others where contention among co-partisans is the rule.

Incumbency advantage in Brazil exists. It is larger than we would expect for

countries with chaotic electoral competition or enormous intraparty dispute - in fact, it

is of very similar magnitude to systems where there exists limited conflict among co-

partisans. Moreover, most incumbents who fail in their attempts at reelection lose their

seats to fellow party members. Large parties try to coordinate their candidates, but do

not always succeed. For competitive politicians at either side of electability threshold,
12 For brevity, I will save the discussion on the overall RD specification, including details on the running

variable and bandwidth selection, for Chapter 4.
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uncertainty is still high, and it is not desirable to depend on the preferences of the local

party leadership. How do we reconcile the apparently conflicting ideas that uncertainty

is high for most politicians but that there exists a larger incumbency advantage than

predicted by the electoral system? My argument is that, faced with extreme uncertainty,

politicians have sought to reduce it. As they have been successful in these attempts, they

have generated a highly fragmented party system and boosted incumbency advantage.

2.3 Mechanisms of Concentration

The electoral system employed to elect members of the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies

produces uncertainty and high competitiveness, but incumbents have a substantial ad-

vantage that is at odds with these features. This probably means that incumbents have

access to special resources, including powers that do not necessarily increase their vote
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tally directly. How did this come to be? I argue that the explanation involves parties

for rent: small parties that are concentrated around a single local notable, who uses the

party as an electoral vehicle. The uncertainty of the system creates incentives for every

politician to want to be their own boss, fragmenting the political landscape with concen-

trated parties of individuals that control their own lists and are in a prime position to

protect their seats (Power and Zucco, 2021).

First, as previously mentioned and demonstrated by the simulations, list building

and candidate selection is of prime importance to the election of any individual candidate.

The power to build one’s own list might be the most significant strength a candidate can

have in a PR system. If on a closed-list a party leader can just put herself on top, on

an open-list she can ensure that no other candidate running with her has a higher vote

potential than her own. In Brazil, only a handful of parties have internally democratic

procedures for candidate selection at the local level. Most have monocratic rules, where

leaders single-handedly make their decisions (Braga, 2008; Guarnieri, 2011). Large parties

strategically try to build coalitions that benefit their incumbents, but might have to

concede to smaller parties that give them support. Meanwhile, incumbents are typically

the local leaders of parties for rent, and build lists that benefit them the most.

Despite that, it should still be hard for small parties to attain representation, since

the system has non-negligible electoral thresholds. This is countered by the ability to form

electoral coalitions. Parties can join these alliances very freely – the only limitations is

that (1) alliances need to be a subset of the gubernatorial alliance,13 and (2) for the 2002

and 2006 elections, parties could not ally with parties that are their opponents on the

presidential race (Marchetti and Cortez, 2009). This means that with the exception of in

these two electoral cycles, the norm was for local opponents to be allies in different states

where it was electorally convenient, and for coalitions to mean very little substantively.

Moreover, coalitions could be negotiated and decided much closer to the election, after the

deadline for switching parties and when party candidates are already known and leaders

have a clear idea of how many seats they can win in each joint list.

Second, being one’s own boss allows politicians to choose whether or not to join

the government, therefore “having a seat at the bargaining table”. This allows them to
13 This means that if parties ABCD are allied for the gubernatorial election, they can form any subsets

of this alliance as coalitions for the legislative elections, e.g. AB and CD, A, D, and BC, ABC and D,
etc.
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extract resources from the executive in the form of pork-barrel politics and particularistic

advantages. During the center-right Cardoso governments, coalition membership was

more or less organized along ideological lines, and the so-called “small rightist parties”

(PPD, pequenos partidos de direita) were in government. When the PT won the presidency

and needed the support of said parties, some joined government and some did not –

furthering these incentives for more “pragmatic” legislators to be autonomous (Figueiredo

and Limongi, 1999; Zucco, 2009). Moreover, small parties are an electoral asset for the

larger, executive-oriented ones: candidates in Brazil have free broadcast time on television,

which is allocated per coalition according to their size on the CD as of the previous election

and is historically considered important (Limongi and Vasselai, 2018). Parties that want

to run successful presidential or gubernatorial campaigns need to ally with small parties,

and they can trade broadcast time on the executive race for beneficial legislative lists.

Campaign resources also became increasingly concentrated on the hands of party

leaders. It is expensive to campaign in large districts, and competitive candidates need

the funds to succeed. Campaign finance was historically mostly private, and corporate

donations were directed towards incumbents or the party’s favored candidates (Samuels,

2001; Boas et al., 2014; Carazza, 2018). Starting in 2010, they became more formally

concentrated on the party, as the law began allowing donations to be directed to the

local party committee, after which the leaders distributed the resources as they see fit –

often to their own campaigns. And after corruption scandals involving campaign finance

and the well-known Operação Lava-Jato, the Supreme Court banned corporate donations.

The political class responded by largely increasing the amount of public funds available

for parties as a whole and for campaigns in particular, and these funds are even more

concentrated on the hands of party leaders to distribute as they see fit. The amount

available to each party is, like broadcast time, proportional to their size, so legislators

became even more of an asset and could direct more resources for their own campaigns.

Finally, it has almost always been easy to switch or create parties in Brazil (De-

sposato, 2006). Unsatisfied politicians can migrate to a party that gives them more

resources, the promise of a better list, or total control of the local party branch. As I

will show in Chapter 4, there was a period when party switching was severely restricted,

imposing difficulties upon incumbents – but they quickly reversed that, first by creating

new parties to exploit a loophole in the new rule, and then by changing the rule altogether.
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Because of the aforementioned broadcast time and party funds, competitive candidates

are also an asset for parties, so they have little to lose in offering a local, “void” branch

to a candidate who might use it to win an election.

The resulting scenario in Brazilian politics is fairly interesting: power ended up

dispersed between parties, but highly concentrated within them. In most of these blocs,

the only relevant members are their leaders. These parties are small, locally concentrated

around this one leader, and void of any party-building goals: they are temporary electoral

vehicles for strategic and ambitious politicians, true “parties for rent”. The next chapter

covers them in depth.





3
Parties for Rent: Electoral Vehicles
for Ambitious Politicians

“We are not a party for rent”, said deputy Marcos Pereira, the national president of the

PRB, addressing state leaders of his party on the way to the 2016 elections. “We are

building a serious party with honest labor. I will not accept that we do not present

candidates”.1 That was the PRB’s third participation in local elections; it was created in

2005 by sitting vice-president José Alencar and is historically associated with one of the

largest evangelical churches in Brazil.

Other party leaders have given similar declarations in the past, and this distinction

between parties for rent (PFR) and “serious” parties is common among observers of

Brazilian politics.2 It has been historically easy to create and maintain small parties in

Brazil, and as shown in the previous chapter, politicians have incentives to migrate to

them in order to control list access and other resources. The small parties that engage in

this practice have little party-building ambitions, instead offering their label and structure

for charismatic politicians that bring their own constituencies. In exchange, these parties

have a shot at winning a seat in the Chamber of Deputies and all the benefits associated

with it, including a larger share of the public party fund and of the free broadcast time.

Since Brazil’s return to democracy in the 1980s, the country’s party system has

been object of intense debate. Most initial evaluations pictured it as very weak and

inchoate (e.g. Mainwaring and Scully (1996); Kinzo (2005)), and Sartori (1993) famously

called Brazil an anti-party system. In large part due to the incentives towards personalist
1 Source: <https://republicanos10sp.org.br/noticias/o-prb-nao-e-partido-de-aluguel-diz-pereira-a-

presidentes-estaduais/>. Visited on November 4th, 2020.
2 Politicians of all ideologies also frequently dismiss their opponents as coming from parties for rent.
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politics and the lack of significant social cleavages, scholars saw Brazil as fated to having

weak parties.

Later assessments, however, suggested that the party system was stable at the

very least. Parties were disciplined and cohesive in Congress, and were regarded as the

main mechanism for solving the incentives for individualism (Figueiredo and Limongi,

1999, 2002). Moreover, electoral volatility remained relatively low, two parties dominated

and structured the national political competition, and the system was generally seen as

legitimate.3 By the 2010s, most analysts would agree that the Brazilian party system

could be considered institutionalized, even if unevenly so – most parties lacked roots

in society, with the PT being the one notable exception (Tarouco, 2010; Zucco, 2015;

Mainwaring et al., 2018).

At the same time emerged the view of parties as “strong in the legislative arena,

weak in the electoral arena”: parties are stable and the rules inside the Chamber of

Deputies make partisans cooperate, but party members would cannibalize each other for

personal votes in the OLPR elections (Pereira and Mueller, 2003). The new theory and

evidence suggests, however, that parties do play a role in elections as well (Cheibub and

Sin, 2020; Power and Zucco, 2021). Party brands and identification may not be a key

factor, but parties coordinate their candidates like they do with their legislators through

the control of resources and list composition, which are crucial in determining elections

and interact with the legislative dynamics of coalitional presidentialism. Because parties

matter in the legislative arena, they also matter in the electoral arena – and it makes

sense to “rent” one for yourself.

In this chapter, I start by developing the first rigorous conceptualization and op-

erationalization, as far as I am aware, of parties for rent in Brazil. In doing so, I build a

typology of state-party strategies according to their decisions on the legislative and execu-

tive races – a party for rent concentrates their effort on a single legislative candidate, who

is the “renter” of said party, and refrains from presenting candidates for the executive,

preferring instead to negotiate coalition membership. I then show how the frequency of

each party strategy evolved over time, compare my measure with other measures of party

size, and illustrate the strategies with case studies.

3 The ascension of far-right populist Jair Bolsonaro to the presidency in 2018 may have put some of
this in question again, but it is hard to disagree that the system was stable from 1994 to 2014.
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3.1 Conceptualizing Parties for Rent

There are scant explicit mentions of parties for rent in the literature, probably due to the

negative connotation behind the idiom. Some classical works mention that most Brazilian

parties – or most small parties – are known as parties for rent, including Sartori (1993)

and Samuels (1997), to make the point that the Brazilian party system is very weak and

the PT is an exception. Figueiredo and Limongi (1999) counter this point by claiming

that if most parties were indeed mere “rentable” electoral vehicles, party discipline should

be much lower than it actually is. More recently, Desposato (2006) famously cites parties

for rent on the title of his article on party switching but does not attempt at developing on

the concept. Kellam (2015) proposes the concept of parties for hire: particularistic parties

whose legislative support can be hired by the executive. Many Brazilian parties also fit

this concept, but the “hiring” happens at the legislative level, while “party rentals” are

most commonly understood as a deal between a local party and a prospective candidate.

Miguel and Assis (2016) mention parties for rent en passant, and succintly define

them as “small parties with niche constituencies on local political markets”. Mainwaring

et al. (2018) provide brief descriptions of all Brazilian parties as of 2016 and classify some

as parties for rent, while Schaefer (2018) builds a typology of national party strategies and

underscores some strategies as being typical of “owned” parties, which focus on electing

their national leaders and negotiating support elsewhere.

Many other articles and theses follow the same vein as Schaefer and Miguel and

Assis while focusing on small or “dwarf” parties, not explicitly calling them “parties for

rent” but singling out small and non-programmatic parties as symptoms or causes of the

democratic malaises in Brazil. Typically these studies just highlight the large numbers

of small parties in the parliament – as defined ex post by some threshold in the number

of seats or in the national vote for the CD – and investigate their internal organization

or their impact on electoral results.4 Most of these works end up neglecting that this

dynamic should happen at the local level, where parties are effectively “rented” or not.

As pointed out by Lima Jr. (1983), federalism in Brazil creates separate party systems

within each state.

4 For a literature review of studies on small parties in Brazil, see Nascimento et al. (2016).
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This is taken into account by Power and Zucco (2021). They investigate the

reasons for the extreme (and still increasing) party system fragmentation in Brazil; after

eliminating rival, cleavage-based explanations, they settle for a “fragmentation without

cleavages” hypothesis: the main reason would be the strategic decision of elites to become

the local owners of small parties. One piece of evidence they use is the analysis of one-

member state delegations (OMSD): parties that have a single federal deputy in a given

state.

The measure approaches the concept of locally-owned parties, but because its goal

is capturing a consequence of the growth of this strategy, it is not a perfect measure of

the strategy in itself – as the authors acknowledge. Much like the other aforementioned

measures, it is an ex post indicator and thus prone to some classification errors: it can

wrongfully categorize a programmatic party, with many viable candidates, but that elected

only one of them, as having “one member”. At the same time, highly centralized parties

in which the top name’s vote was enough to give the party more than one seat would not

fit as OMSDs.5 Moreover, OMSDs say nothing about equally personalized state-parties

that did not elect any representatives.

Despite these empirical shortcomings, OMSDs are a good starting point for actu-

ally measuring party’s intentions. My objective in this section is, first and foremost, to

build the concept of parties for rent following the recommendations in Goertz (2006) for

concept formation. In doing so, I build upon the OMSDs in Power and Zucco (2021) by

“feeding back” the information of possible misclassifications to try and refine the measure

to fit my theoretical concept (Adcock and Collier, 2001).

Parties for rent are personalistic, centralized in an individual or a very small,

cohesive group like a family. They do not have strong partisan brands or masses of

partisans, relying instead on personal charisma and/or clientelism. Moreover, they are

5 The authors give a few examples in the original text: the PT only won one seat in the state of Rio de
Janeiro in the 2018 elections, making it a OMSD there and then. However, the elected deputy was
former governor Benedita da Silva, who was definitely not a local owner of the party. Although she was
a leading local figure, the PT had a handful of other viable candidates, and its programmatic appeal
meant that if Benedita had not run, they would probably still conquer a seat. On the opposite end,
we have the example of Enéas Carneiro, the founder, president, and shot-caller of the small PRONA.
After three unsuccessful presidential runs, he tried for a place in Congress in the 2002 elections. With
a record vote of over 1,5 million, he carried five fellow party members with him. In effect, he would
not empirically appear as a OMSD, but had he been the sole elected member, he would look like a
prototypical case.
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a district-level phenomenon,6 meaning there can exist many of these under the same

national partisan umbrella – sometimes even if the party is stable and programmatic in

another district.

Let us take a step back to their most essential characteristics. PFR are political

parties, which are organizations that compete for office, vehicles for politicians to take

part in elections (Katz and Mair, 1995; Aldrich, 1995). Normatively, they are expected to

aggregate interests and implement the policies they promise, but that is not a necessary

feature for being a party. Furthermore, because parties for rent are district-level units,

for them to be possible there must exist subnational districts and some level of autonomy

to party organization at these levels. This is not part of the concept, but a necessary

condition for its manifestation – much like democracy. That is, without democracy and

subnational districts, it does not make sense to speak of parties for rent, but neither of

those are a component of what they are.

Extant party classifications do not seem sufficient to categorize parties for rent.

They resemble cartel parties (Katz and Mair, 1995) in some aspects. Much like cartel

parties, parties for rent exist in environments where states heavily subsidize their opera-

tions, which are capital intensive (as opposed to labour intensive), and their main goal

is subsistence. Like cartel parties, PFR are also intrinsically office-seeking (Muller and

Strom, 1999). However, most parties today exhibit some if not all of these characteristics

– they are not exclusive or defining of parties for rent.

Carty (2004) proposes a concept of franchise party, which has similarities but does

not quite grasp the phenomenon I describe here. His model includes some attributes of

cartel parties while also incorporating large local autonomy, what some call stratarchy (as

opposed to hierarchy, e.g. Koole 1996). But these models define the relationship between

the local leader and the national party leadership in terms where local politicians seek

parties to create subnational ventures. The local leader would receive the benefits of

the national party organization, such as the brand reputation and the partisan public,

in exchange for giving the party the benefits of office-holding. In case of disloyalty, the

member could be easily expelled and replaced.

What happens in the Brazilian parties for rent is in fact the opposite: parties

basically have no brand and lack mobilized volunteers or roots in society, and offer their
6 For the specific case of Brazil, state-level.
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formal label and institutional resources. Politicians, who carry personal political capital,

reputation, and loyalties, can switch to the party that offers them best deal and gives

them the most local autonomy.

I propose then the two defining dimensions of PFR to be (1) the concentration (or

ownership) of local party decisions and resources on the hands of a single member, and

(2) the lack of party-building ambitions or a robust structure in the organization. The

next section delves on these two dimensions.

3.2 A Typology of Party Strategies

The first dimension of party strategies that allows us to classify a party as a PFR is

fairly straightforward: its concentration. A party for rent only is so to the extent that it

concentrates resources and decisions on the hands of its local leader. The local party exists

essentially to elect that leader and relies on the resources she brings home; the party’s

national leadership is expected to give near-full autonomy to the renter, leaving her free

to invest party resources on her own campaign, reward her followers with patronage, and

build the party list most likely to win her a seat.7

It is important for this variable to be defined ex ante. A party can seek a con-

centrated strategy, being effectively owned by one member and entirely directed towards

electing her, but this strategy not end up represented in the vote distribution due to all

the uncertainty involved in an election. A good measure for party concentration strate-

gies is campaign finance: parties control most of it, even more so in recent times. The

“owner” of a party for rent should, at least in principle, always receive the most funds

in her party list, in order to curb the aforementioned uncertainty. They also control list

access, so it should be possible to veto the participation of candidates that threaten their

dominance, and most campaign donors should have some expectations about the chances

of each candidate before donating. I operationalize concentration through the Herfindahl-

Hirschman Index (HHI) for the campaign expenses of all candidates for federal deputy

in a given state-party-year.8 The measure ranges from 0 to 1, and I consider lists with
7 My focus here is on the state level since it is where careers are built, most of the politics happen, and

resources are distributed. A similar pattern can happen in a smaller scale at the municipal level, as
described by Novaes (2018).

8 The HHI is given by HH =
∑N

i=1 s2
i , where si is the share of the expenses of candidate i. It is
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HHI > .50 as concentrated. I also use an alternative measure considering lists in which

a single candidate received a majority of the resources as concentrated, which does not

alter the results. On the opposite end are “diffuse” lists, in which resources are more

evenly distributed across more candidates. Programmatic parties should be more likely

to promote this egalitarian distribution between candidates, if not for some short-term

strategy (as I will explore later).

The second dimension can be referred to as (lack of) mobility. Parties for rent

need to be relatively weak organizations in order to successfully be rented by different

candidates. Local leaders and parties should be independent from each other, in case their

agreement ends or one side finds a better deal somewhere else. If a local party is highly

concentrated but the incumbent still relies on partisan reputation and programmatic

appeals to get elected, she is not all that mobile, and switching parties would likely hurt

her chances. Again, the ideal-type programmatic party should have very low mobility,

while PFR are mobile by definition: through personal loyalties and clientelism, leaders

can take their networks from one label to the next without suffering.

Mobility is harder to operationalize. There are few partisanship surveys at the

state level, party label votes are not reliable indicators of partisanship in recent times

(Zucco and Nicolau, 2016), and most data on local party organizations is unreliable before

2010 (Guarnieri, 2011). I propose that an adequate alternative measure is whether the

party presents their own candidate for the governorship or chooses to enter a coalition

and support another candidate. Parties that present gubernatorial candidates are different

from those that do not: Mesquita (2016), for instance, argues that eight Brazilian parties

have ‘executive proclivities’ that the others do not; they are more structured and stable

organizations, and in general should be less likely to give out full control of a local branch

to an adventurer. Guarnieri (2011) also shows that more centralized parties, in which

most municipal branches are provisional offices under full control of the state leadership,

are less likely to present gubernatorial candidates. As a rule of thumb, state parties that

choose to present a candidate for the executive are competitive – in that they had a

viable run for the governorship on the previous election – or organized – in that they have

permanent, structured local offices in the municipalities. Often, they are both. Parties

famously known in political science by the application of its inverse as the Laakso-Taagepera Effective
Number of Parties (ENP) index. As an illustration, imagining expenses correspond to votes, we could
say that a party list with an HHI of 0.25 has 1

0.25 = 4 “effective candidates”.
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that do not present candidates should thus be more mobile, meaning that legislative

candidates rely less on the party structure. Thus, I operationalize the lack of mobility as

the presence of executive ambition in the state.

With these two dimensions, we can create a 2×2 table of ideal types in each score.

Table 1 presents this typology. Parties that do not concentrate resources on a single

candidate but that do have party-building ambitions, significant brands, and candidates

for the executive are strong parties. I classify as concentrated parties the few that do

have these ambitions as organizations but that strategically concentrate their resources

on a single candidate. The ones that distribute their resources but do not have strong

partisan ties are the typical centrão parties, which I call modular or hydroponic: stable

organizations without roots in society (Zucco, 2015; Novaes, 2018).9 Finally, state-parties

concentrated in a single candidate and with no executive ambitions are parties for rent.

In addition, I classify state-parties that did not present candidates or whose total

vote count did not reach 25% of the electoral quotient in the state as weak parties. This

is a quite lenient threshold, given that none of these parties elected representatives, and

is the only ex post measure I use. I also classify all possible state-parties, meaning all

parties that contested elections in at least a state in that year, for all states. Particularly

in the early years of the sample, it was common for some parties to not be present in

every state.10 These “empty” state parties are bundled in the weak category as well. The

criteria separates parties that are completely unviable or are “void” at the time, often

waiting to be rented by a notable.

Table 1 – Typology of Party Strategies for Viable Parties

Concentration
Executive ambition Low High
Yes Strong party Concentrated party

(e.g. PSDB-SP) (e.g. PT-MT)
No Modular/Hydroponic party Party for Rent

(e.g. PSD-BA) (e.g. PV-MA)

9 Centrão is a historical name for the bloc of center-right parties that joined forces to oppose some pro-
gressive proposals in Brazil’s 1987 National Constituent Assembly. Since then, it became synonymous
with this group of parties that tend to side with whoever in government in exchange for particularistic
benefits and that include many senior and influential politicians.

10 For instance, the PAN in 2002 had no candidates at all in the states of Acre, Pará and Mato Grosso
do Sul.
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Using the frameworks of Aldrich (1995) and Kitschelt (2000) of parties as organiza-

tions subject to collective action and social choice problems, PFR are parties that solved

neither: they have no distinguished party brand nor create mechanisms to solve matters

of organization or resource allocation. They are essentially charismatic parties that re-

volve around a single local leader. The particularity of parties for rent is that they are a

local phenomenon and the personal votes of their leaders are highly mobile across party

organizations. Modular parties, on the other hand, solve the collective action problem

and become factions of charismatic leaders, each with their own personal support bases,

often with clientelist machines but able to coordinate and avoid intraparty competition.

Finally, the parties with executive ambition are generally more programmatic and have,

at least to some extent, solved the social choice problems and created some sort of party

label they aim to promote, even if many of them still resort to clientelism. The difference

between strong and concentrated parties is more nuanced, as they are typically similar

types of party following different circumstantial strategies, with consistent programmatic

platforms but choosing whether or not to focus on a single legislative candidate. This

measure is also not perfect, as many programmatic and institutionalized parties can strate-

gically decide not to field candidates in a given election, and this does not mean they have

become less programmatic.

Figure 4 displays the overall frequency of the types of state parties for the entire

period covered. The stability in the number of candidates for the executive, represented

by the lines of strong and concentrated parties, while the number of parties for rent grows

linearly, is consistent with the findings of Limongi and Vasselai (2018); much like these

authors and Power and Zucco (2021) find, what drives the party fragmentation is the

growing number of parties that contest only legislative elections. The movement in the

share of weak parties also linearly decreasing is mostly explained by the fact that they

were “empty” state parties that were progressively filled by individual politicians. Table 3

in the appendix further details the evolution in types of parties, further untangling weak

parties across empty and properly weak parties and showing absolute numbers.

The overall movement of increasing parties for rent is explained by all the mech-

anisms towards concentration listed in the previous chapter and by Power and Zucco.

Moreover, the distinction between parties for rent and modular parties helps to disen-

tangle the different causes of growing fragmentation. Modular parties only suffered one
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Figure 4 – Frequency of State Party types over time in Brazil.
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uptick from 2006 to 2010, possibly related to the ban on party switching and the national-

ization of existing parties that presented candidates for the first time in some states. Some

of these parties only elected one single representative, and could show up as OMSDs in

Power and Zucco’s measure. Parties for rent, on the other hand, are vehicles for electing

one single representative. The measure also captures the PFR that failed on this task.

Another desirable characteristic of the measure is that it is defined ex ante, before

we know election results. Nonetheless, it also predicts election characteristics well. The

HHI of votes, for instance, is on average .26 for strong parties; .43 for modular parties; .61

for concentrated parties; and .75 for parties for rent. This reinforces that concentration

in expenses predicts concentration of votes, and also suggests that parties that present

candidates for the executive (strong and concentrated) are different from the ones that do

not (modular and PFR), since their HHI for the legislative races is smaller. On the next

section, I describe in depth some parties of each type to show how these strategies differ.

3.3 Party cases

In this section, I will delve into some cases in each cell of Table 1 to better illustrate the

ideal types. Beginning with strong parties: they are the lead figures in the state-wide

party systems, usually fielding and electing multiple legislators and consistently running

for the governorship. They tend to have substantial capillarity within the state, also
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controlling several mayorships and city councils. Perhaps the most notable example is

the PSDB in the state of São Paulo. The PSDB finished first or second in six consecutive

presidential elections. Before that, it was born from a dissent in the progressive wing

of the PMDB, mostly from representatives from the state of São Paulo. Since then, by

initiative of its leader Mario Covas, the party invested heavily in grassroots organizations

within the state, especially in the larger cities (Curi, 2020). The result was basically

of a “dominant-party system”: the PSDB won seven consecutive gubernatorial elections

in the state between 1994 and 2018, its base in Congress comes from this state, and

a substantial share of the paulista middle class identifies as tucano. Other examples of

consistently strong parties include the PSB in Pernambuco, the PMDB in Rio Grande do

Sul, and the PT in Bahia.

Moving to modular or hydroponic parties. I argue this type of party is what

many scholars had in mind when they spoke of institutionalized parties with no roots in

society. They are the typical centrão party: a coalition of charismatic and/or clientelistic

leaderships, with a weak brand but a solid organization. The PSD provides a good

example, particularly in the state of Bahia. It was created in 2011 by a coalition of

politicians mostly from opposition center-right and right-wing parties, led by former São

Paulo mayor Gilberto Kassab, that wanted to join the PT government at the federal level.

The PT also had interest in the foundation of this party, as it would simultaneously enlarge

the government coalition and hurt the opposition, especially the DEM, the biggest party

on the right with significant bailwicks in poor regions. In many states, the PSD became

a model hydroponic party: an organized coalition of politicians with large electoral bases,

but lacking roots in society or efforts at building a party brand and usually resorting

to clientelism. The case of Bahia exemplifies this very well. In that state, politics were

polarized between DEM and PT at least since 1998. Since its creation, however, the PSD

became the third main party in Bahia, composed by former members of the DEM and

smaller center-right parties but always supporting the PT in the executive elections in

exchange for support in the legislative races. As of 2018, it had five federal deputies in the

state and two out of the three senators, consistently presenting a number of competitive

candidates for all legislative offices but not the governorship. Another example in this

cell is the PP in São Paulo, which oscillated between a strong party that contested the

governorship in the 1990s and early 2000s, behind the figure of former governor Paulo
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Maluf, to a secondary player in a field dominated by the PSDB with the PT and PMDB

as competitive opposition forces.

Concentrated parties are the least frequent category. They are parties that are

competitive on the legislative race but concentrate their efforts on a single candidate,

while also presenting candidates for the executive. This strategy happens most often on

states with small magnitudes, where a party would need a large share of the vote to win a

second seat. In these states, the PT tends to follow this strategy, while other nationally-

strong parties like the PSDB often refrain from investing in gubernatorial candidates that

are not certain to be successful. The case of the state of Mato Grosso exemplifies this

well: the party never elected more than one federal deputy, and knows it is unlikely to do

so. Therefore, it directs most resources to a single legislative candidate. This does not

keep the party from also presenting a candidate for governor, which it did in four out of

the last six elections, never winning the race. Similar is the PSB in the state of Amapá,

albeit with more executive success. It revolves around the Capiberibe family and their

allies on the left. In six out of seven elections since 1994, a member of the PSB came

first or second in the gubernatorial race. And despite electing many state deputies and

mayors, the high effective threshold imposed by Amapá’s magnitude of 8 makes it so that

they, like the PT in Mato Grosso, never elected more than one federal deputy.

Many parties are parties for rent at the local level, but due to their nature of

“low-attachment labels”, most are not consistently rented by the same individual. Deputy

Maria Helena Veronese Rodrigues, for instance, contested elections by three different

parties between 2002 and 2018, passing through two more during these legislatures. After

leaving the PSDB, she “rented” the Roraima branches of the PST, the PMDB, the PPS,

the PSB, and finally returned to the PMDB. During this entire time, she was a strong

ally of senator Romero Jucá of the PMDB, but only stayed in his party for a few months

in 2003 and joined again in 2018 to participate in the elections. Instead, she preferred

to control these smaller parties. In three of the five elections she ran in this period, she

was the only candidate of her party – in another, there was only one other candidate,

who was there only to compose the list and received no campaign funds at all. The

opposite example, of a “long-term rental”, can be illustrated by the PDT in Pernambuco

and its leader, deputy Wolney Queiroz. He won the four elections from 2006 to 2018,

always amassing over 80% of his party’s campaign expenses in the state and strategically
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designing electoral alliances.11 Despite his long-standing relationship with the party, he

surely does not rely on its brand for winning elections; and because he is part of the

national leadership, he has privileged access to resources and little reason to leave.

Another notable example is the PV in Maranhão. It became prominent when

deputy Sarney Filho left his family’s dominant PFL to lead the PV in the state. There,

he kept close to the family business – always joining the governing coalition of the PFL and

the PMDB, led by his sister Roseana Sarney and his father, former president José Sarney

– but had the autonomy he wanted. He won three consecutive elections, concentrating

party expenses on his own campaign, before attempting a run for the Senate in 2018 and

losing. A similar family story happened to Dr. Aníbal Ferreira Gomes, a distant relative

of presidential contender Ciro Gomes. He was a top member of the PMDB in Ceará,

led my senator Eunício de Oliveira. After the 2014 elections, in which Dr. Aníbal was

the second most voted candidate of his party, the DEM in the state had an “empty seat”

since its leader Moroni Torgan had become vice-mayor of Fortaleza, the state capital, and

offered it to Dr. Aníbal. He took it, but despite being the sole viable member in the

party and spending three times more in his campaign than he did in 2014 – , he did not

get elected this time.12

Figure 5 illustrates some of these cases in the 2018 elections, with the personal

vote share of their top five candidates. Both the PSDB in São Paulo and the PSD in

Bahia elected all five; the highly concentrated PSB in Amapá elected only their top name,

Camilo Capiberibe, while the DEM in Ceará directed all efforts to elect Dr. Aníbal but

stayed short of winning by eight thousand votes.

Finally, I count the most common state-party type for each overall party, in each

electoral cycle, and report them in Table 2. These are simple pluralities; the PMDB in

11 In 2018, the PDT in Pernambuco saw Tulio Gadelha emerge inside the party, a young militant pro-
pelled to celebrity status after he started a relationship with famous TV host Fátima Bernardes. He
received almost the same amount of votes as Wolney, winning a second seat for his party for the first
time, despite having only around one fifth of Wolney’s campaign resources to spend.

12 Perhaps the ultimate “party rental”, albeit on the national level and not exactly the same phenomenon
I describe here, was done by Brazilian president Bolsonaro and his entourage. Since becoming a viable
presidential contender, he offered his membership to a series of small parties. He ended up on the
PSL, through which himself and dozens of his followers won the election. A few months into his first
year in office, however, he got into a fight with Luciano Bivar, the party’s formal leader, between
wanting more control and corruption accusations on both sides. Bolsonaro and a substantial share of
his legislative base left the PSL or are en route of leaving it, and most decisions on whether to stay or
go seem motivated by prospects of controlling a local branch of the old party or the one they expect
to join.
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Figure 5 – Distribution of votes for selected cases
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2018, for instance, was considered strong in 12 states, a party for rent in 10, modular in

3, and concentrated in 2. Therefore, I classify it as mostly a strong party. I only include

parties that ran in at least two elections in the period.

Some interesting information can be extracted from this table. First, the confir-

mation of the PT, PMDB, and PSDB as the main actors in Brazilian politics for the past

twenty years. The fact that the PSDB was classified as a mostly modular party in 2002

and the PT in 2010 might suggest that executive ambition is still a lacking operational-

ization for the concept we are trying to measure, but it possibly reflects the fact that

in these years, these parties were incumbents that could not reelect the president and

were attempting to elect a successor. They possibly refrained from launching as many

gubernatorial candidates to focus on the race for the presidency and/or to build alliances

to support them on the race.
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Table 2 – Most common type of state-parties for all parties

Party 2002 2006 2010 2014 2018
PMDB Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong
PSDB Modular Strong Strong Strong Strong
PT Strong Strong Modular Strong Strong
PSL Weak Weak Modular Weak Strong
PSOL Weak Weak Weak Strong
PPB/PP Rent Rent Rent Modular Modular
PV Weak Modular Modular Rent Modular
PDT Modular Strong Rent Rent Modular
PHS Weak Weak Weak Weak Modular
PSDC Weak Weak Weak Weak Modular
PTdoB/AVANTE Weak Weak Weak Weak Modular
PEN/PATRI Weak Modular
PSC Weak Weak Rent Modular Rent
PTN/PODE Weak Weak Weak Modular Rent
PSD Modular Rent
PTB Modular Rent Modular Rent Rent
PPS Rent Rent Modular Rent Rent
PFL/DEM Modular Modular Rent Rent Rent
PSB Strong Rent Rent Rent Rent
PC do B Rent Rent Rent Rent Rent
PL/PR Rent Rent Rent Rent Rent
PRB Weak Rent Rent Rent
PROS Rent Rent
SD Rent Rent
PRP Weak Weak Weak Modular Weak
PMN Weak Weak Rent Weak Weak
PCB Weak Weak Weak Weak Weak
PCO Weak Weak Weak Weak Weak
PRTB Weak Weak Weak Weak Weak
PSTU Weak Weak Weak Weak Weak
PTC Weak Weak Weak Weak Weak
PPL Weak Weak
PAN Weak Weak
PRONA Weak Weak
Including only parties that contested at least two elections in the period.
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The PSOL is also an interesting case; after being mostly weak for three elections,

it jumped straight to being a strong party in 2018. This is likely due to the fact that it is

very programmatic and generally has its own candidate for every executive race to boost

the chances of their legislative candidates. A similar jump happened with the PSL, who

became strong in many states on the year Bolsonaro won the presidency.

My classification also matches previous evaluations of specific parties, suggesting

its validity. Mainwaring et al. (2018) single out the PTB, the PROS, and the PSC as

parties for rent. All three are identified in this way in the table; the PROS majoritarily

as a party for rent in the two national elections it contested, the PTB oscillating with

being a modular party, but mostly as a PFR, and the PSC starting as a weak party but

consolidating as “for rent” in the recent years. Schaefer (2018), on the other hand, stresses

out the PR and the PPS as being “owned”. Both also fit as party for rents according to

my classification, with the PL/PR being perhaps the oldest and most consistent party for

rent, and the PPS being so in a plurality of states in four out of five elections.

The PFL/DEM and the PPB/PP have interesting, opposite movements: the for-

mer from modular to party for rent, and the latter the other way around. This might be

caused at least in part by the intentional weakening of the DEM through the creation

of the PSD. Most new parties (created after 2010) are also classified as parties for rent,

including the SD, the PROS, and the PSD itself, albeit only in 2018. This is a theme I

deal with on the next chapter: in 2007 the Supreme Court made it harder for legislators to

switch parties, and one solution they found to migrate was to create entirely new parties.

And the PRB, despite Deputy Pereira’s claims of being “a serious party”, is mostly a

party for rent so far.
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3.4 Appendix: Typology in detail and across

states

Figure 6 – Frequency of State Party types over time across each state.
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Table 3 – All types of all parties by year

Type 2002 2006 2010 2014 2018
Strong 99 98 67 77 101
Modular 154 146 200 227 229
Concentrated 30 20 25 23 34
For Rent 125 159 173 253 295
Sum Viable 408 423 465 580 659
Weak 215 220 144 188 216
Empty 187 140 120 96 70
Sum Weak 402 360 264 284 286
Total 810 783 729 864 945
Strong parties present gubernatorial candidates and
have an HHI for legislative campaign expenses < .05.
Modular parties do not present gubernatorial candi-
dates and have an HHI < .05. Concentrated parties
present gubernatorial candidates and have an HHI
> .05. Parties for Rent do not present gubernato-
rial candidates and have an HHI > .05. These four
types only include viable parties, which are those
that amassed legislative votes of at least 1

4 of the
electoral quotient in the state. Weak parties are
those that presented candidates but did not reach
this threshold. Empty parties did not present any
candidate in the state that year.



4
Changing Under Uncertainty: Party
Switching as Risk Avoidance

Party switching is a common phenomenon in many democracies. Politicians switch parties

seeking to advance their policy or electoral objectives, to obtain office perks, or due to

ideological or even personal disagreements (Heller and Mershon, 2009). They are also

more frequent where the costs of switching, both formal and informal, are smaller; that is,

where legislative and electoral rules do not impose severe losses on politicians that change

parties, and where personalism is stronger than party labels or mass partisanship. Brazil

is a prime example of such a case.

Here I argue that the possibility of switching parties is an important tool for

bargaining and diminishing electoral uncertainty. Because of the unpredictability to which

both low vote incumbents and competitive challengers are subject, they should often seek

parties-for-rent to increase resources and list control in subsequent elections. The deal,

however, is beneficial on both ways: national party leaders also stand to gain when they

delegate control of a state branch to a local notable, given that it should be a cheap way

of winning an additional seat in the CD and all the associated benefits. These viable

candidates should be the preferential targets of national party leaders seeking to rent out

a local branch.

In this chapter, I exploit a discontinuity generated by a 2007 ruling by the Brazil-

ian Electoral Court (TSE). Before 2007, Brazilian politicians could switch parties at will,

with little transaction costs. The new court ruling determined that seats belonged to the

political parties and that, save for a few “just causes”, switchers would be punished with

the loss of the seat – effectively imposing a very high cost to switching upon incumbents.
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Many challengers, however, also have substantial political capital and personal constituen-

cies (and sometimes higher personal vote tallies than incumbents), but were not subject

to this constraint on switching, meaning they could still seek the party that offered them

the best deal for the next election.

Using a regression discontinuity (RD) design, I compare bare winners and bare

losers that contested two consecutive elections across five electoral cycles in Brazil (1998-

2018). I demonstrate that before the court ruling, they switched parties at the same

rate of around 30%; during the cycle immediately after the ruling, incumbents switched

significantly less, while challengers kept switching at high rates. However, this effect began

to fade as in the following legislature many new parties were created so that incumbents

could change parties and plead just cause, and vanished in the subsequent cycle with the

formal creation of “party-switching windows” that allowed indiscriminate switching for a

couple months every two years, virtually removing the constraints on incumbents.

4.1 Party switching in brief

It is common in many democracies for elected politicians to switch parties, particularly

where intra-party competition exists (e.g. Heller and Mershon (2009) for Italy, Kato

(1998) for Japan). Brazil has stood out, however, as a case of particularly intense party

switching. Since the country’s return to democracy, the number of legislative parties has

always been high, and an average of 30% of all elected deputies switched parties at least

once in the legislature, from the late 1980s to the early 2000s.

Melo (2000) shows that most switches occur between small parties on the right,

where legislators are more autonomous. As of his writing, the PFL was the only truly

“stable” party on the right of the ideological spectrum, not prone to lose members. He

also claims that the intense patterns of party switching somewhat contradict Figueiredo

and Limongi (1999) point of parties organizing the legislative debate. But Desposato

(2006) makes the point that if politicians actually care to switch parties, this reinforces

that these organizations do matter.

Desposato builds a comprehensive model of party switching for Brazil and finds

that legislators tend to switch to parties with similar ideologies, but where their reelection
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prospects are high; and are more likely to switch to parties that belong to the govern-

ment coalition. This is compatible with the view that they seek to reduce uncertainty

and gain resources to bring home to their constituents. Freitas (2012) also stresses out

some interesting patterns: party switching happens most often right before the deadline

for switching before the election but also before the distribution of committee positions.

She also identifies that in many switches, legislators join parties that did not elect any

representatives on the state in the last election.

Due to the magnitude of the phenomenon in Brazil, all of these and other stud-

ies have delved into the subject – particularly before the ban on switching by elected

legislators, but after it as well. Most focus on why elected politicians switch parties, dis-

regarding the fact that party fidelity of unelected contestants can also be an interesting

indicator. In most party systems in the world, incentives for viable candidates to remain

or switch parties should be similar whether they won the election or not – a bare loss

could mean that the candidate is developing her career and attracting votes, and parties

should be interested in this type of candidate. But given the incentives in the Brazilian

electoral system and the party dynamics, these marginal candidates should be likely to

switch parties to reduce uncertainty.

4.2 Switchers at the Margin

The Brazilian OLPR system is particularly “tense” for candidates, as described in Chapter

2. Such a setting, where a politician’s prospects depend both on her party or electoral

alliance achieving a large sum of votes and the candidate receiving enough personal votes

to stand among the top of her list, should make politicians try to improve their chances

in any way they can.

One relatively cheap tool they had at their disposal in Brazil for years was party

switching. Politicians have many reasons to switch parties, and some of the most impor-

tant involve control over state-wide party organizations. Local party leaders in Brazil

have substantial influence on electoral dynamics. Deputies elected at the middle of their

lists are likely to have little say in list composition or office bargaining, and might as well

lose their seat to intra-list competition in the following election should the local leaders
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make unfavorable alliances. The national leadership might also be less inclined than the

individual deputy to join a government coalition in exchange for pork, and each party

may offer different levels of autonomy or financial resources to the joiner. Moreover, this

can happen both in cases when a deputy rents a party to become its local leader or if

she joins a modular party that is more akin to her “physiological” preferences (Power and

Zucco, 2021).

A candidate’s propensity to switch parties should thus depend on the uncertainty

to which she is subject – which in its turn depends on her electoral competitiveness. When

switching is unrestricted, potential switchers can also use the threat of changing parties

to extract more from their current party, since competitive candidates are also an asset.

Furthermore, switchers at high levels of uncertainty should prefer parties-for-rent.

This is not a straightforward comparison: candidates at the top of the list are very

different from the ones at the bottom. The most voted names in each state are typically

national party leaders, careerists and known media figures - they are much less subject

to the uncertainty we speak of. At the opposite end, the names at the bottom of lists

are placeholders put there to amass a few hundred votes in a giver municipality or simply

to fulfill rules such as gender quotas, with no real campaign for their election. The peak

uncertainty happens around the middle, where the viable candidates cluster: those that

won but could have lost, and vice-versa.

At high levels of uncertainty, some candidates win and others lose, but they should

all have similar chances in the next election, as previously described. They should also be

similar on overall characteristics, and thus be equally likely to switch parties. However, a

2007 decision by the Brazilian Electoral Court made it so that incumbents risked losing

their seats if they tried to switch parties, creating a discontinuity where challengers were

still allowed to switch. We can exploit this ruling to investigate the effects of (dis)allowing

changes on actual switching rates and how politicians respond to this rule.

4.2.1 Data and Specification

All data for this analysis comes from publicly available datasets from the Brazilian Elec-

toral Court (TSE) organized by the CEPESPDATA project with results from six legisla-

tive elections, from 1998 to 2018.
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First I matched each two consecutive datasets by candidates’ national identification

number (CPF), obtaining lists of every candidate who contested back-to-back legislative

elections for Federal Deputy.1 Then, I identified whether they ran by the same party or

not, accounting for party fusions and name changes (very common in Brazil). My first

dependent variable is thus whether a candidate’s party in t4 is different from her party at

t0, considering it to be the same party in case it changes names (e.g. PFL to DEM) or in

case the previous label ceases to exist and formally merges into a bigger one (e.g. PAN

to PTB).

Regression discontinuity designs for OLPR close elections are still not as widespread

as for plurality rule close elections, in part because of the more complex estimation of the

running variable, but have been used successfully both in Brazil (Boas et al., 2014; Meire-

les, 2019) and in other countries.2 In this system, the biggest determinant of whether an

individual candidate achieves a seat is her vote difference to the “first loser” in her list (if

she won the election) or to the “last winner” (if she lost). Thus, following the previous

studies for the Brazilian case, the margin of victory or defeat M of candidate i in joint

list j is given by:

Mij =


vij − vi=s+1,j if i ≤ sj

vi=s,j − vij if i > sj.

Where sj represents the amount of seats won by coalition j. For example, if a list

elects five candidates, the margin of victory of the fourth-placed candidate will be the

difference in personal votes between her and the sixth-placed candidate (the first loser),

and so on. On the other hand, the margin of defeat of each defeated candidate will be the

difference between their individual vote count and that of the fifth-placed candidate (the

last winner). The rare cases where all members of the list were elected were excluded, and

for the more common cases when none were, the margin is calculated as the difference

between the candidate’s personal vote count and how much she would need to become

the first name in the list and for her list to win a seat.

This setting has a few intricacies: because in Brazil’s OLPR it is common for

1 The appendix includes the analyses for state deputy and for both offices, i.e. if a candidate ran for
state deputy in one election and for federal deputy in the subsequent one.

2 See Hyytinen et al. (2018) for Finland and Dahlgaard (2016) for Denmark, for instance.
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candidates with more personal votes than others not be elected because they are in a

weak list, many defeated candidates (with negative vote margins) should actually have

stronger personal support bases than winning candidates. At the margins, they should

truly be equivalent and assignment is as-if random (Lee, 2008).

Moreover, national comparisons involve having to choose between relative margins

in percentage of the vote and absolute vote differences. The former is more easily com-

parable across time, but underrepresents small states, as a difference of .5% of the vote

can range from 1,000 votes in small Roraima to 100,000 in São Paulo, the biggest state in

Brazil.3 It also assumes that the “as-if randomness” implicit to RD designs is a function

of district population. Taking absolute margins, on the other hand, underrepresents large

states. Because these states also have more candidates, I consider this to be less of an

issue and present the main results with absolute vote margins. Relative margins are used

as robustness tests, and results remain largely unchanged.

I present my main results with local linear RD estimates using triangular kernels

with MSE optimal bandwidths and with bandwidths half the size and twice the size of

the one selected by the algorithm in the rdrobust package. I also present results with

LOESS estimates with bandwidths of 100,000 votes, and the sensibility analyses proposed

by Bueno and Tuñón (2015) showing LATE estimates for local linear and 3rd degree

polynomial models for 100 bandwidths across this range, including the MSE optimal

bandwidth.

4.2.2 Results

My first analysis consists of assessing whether the 2007 change really affected decisions

to switch parties – and how legislators responded to it. Figure 7 below shows the local

linear LATE estimates for each election cycle.

The only cycle for which there is a significant effect of winning an election on

the probability of switching is the 2006-2010 period, immediately after the enactment of

the ruling. Election winners, subject to the threat of losing their seat, had a probability

approximately .25 lower of contesting the 2010 election by a different party. By the

following cycle, however, this effect had already disappeared.
3 Actual numbers for the 2010 election.
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Figure 7 – Difference in Party Switching between Winners and Losers
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Figure 8 further shows this first effect by comparing the LOESS estimates for

the pre-treatment period (the combined 1998-2002 and 2002-2006 pairs) and the first

electoral cycle during which the ruling was in effect (2006-2010). Before the ruling, there

is no discontinuity, and the chance of switching parties is basically the same for bare

winners and bare losers, at around 33%. After the ruling, losers seem to switch at about

the same rate or a bit more, probably as a result of becoming more attractive to parties,

while winners switch much less.

Why, then, does the effect already vanish by the 2010-14 cycle, while we would only

expect it to end by the 2014-18 period when the party switching window was enacted?

I propose this is mostly due to the creation of new parties. Potential switchers felt the

adversities of being stuck in a party where their prospects where uncertain. For their luck,

one of the “just causes” for switching included in the 2007 ruling was the creation of a

new party: elected incumbents could change to the new label and still keep their seats.

It was not exactly hard to create and maintain a new small party in Brazil, but it could

be time-consuming, as it requires some hundreds of thousands of signatures of Brazilian

voters. No new parties were formally created and authorized by the TSE during the 2006-
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Figure 8 – Difference in Party Switching between Winners and Losers, 1998-2006 and
2006-2010
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10 legislature, but at least half a dozen were between 2010 and 2014. More strikingly, out

of the 354 deputies that attempted reelection in 2014, 65 (18%) switched to one of these

newly-founded parties. If this was really an attempt of elected representatives to curb

the new rule, we should see bare winners switching to new parties at a much higher rate

than bare losers. Figure 9 compares the RD estimates of switching parties in general and

switching to a party that did not exist as of the 2010 election, for the 2010-14 cycle.

Figure 9 – Difference in Party Switching across types of party, 2010-2014

All changes Excluding new parties Only to new parties
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The plots show the switching rates in 2010-14 are indeed mainly driven by switchers

to the new parties: the PSD, the PROS, the SD, the PPL, and the PEN/PATRI. Beyond

that, bare losers switch parties at a similar rate than on the previous cycles, but switch

much less to new parties, at around 17 percentage points less. This provides evidence

that these new parties were founded – or at least used by incumbents – to circumvent the

prohibition on switching. Moreover, this effect is not repeated in any other cycle, so it is

specific to when party changing was restricted but politicians already had enough time

to create new labels.

Figure 10 – Effect of winning on running by a PFR
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Next, on Figure 10, I estimate how winning or losing an election affects the prob-

ability of the candidate contesting the next election in a party for rent locally owned by

them. It does not take into account whether the candidate switched parties or whether

her party was already a PFR in the previous cycle. The effect is mostly null – it is only

significant in a few specifications for the 2002-2006 and the 2010-2014 cycles. For the

latter, it is probably related with the creation of these new parties – as we have seen, they

are mostly parties for rent and were created to circumvent the ban on party switching.

The lack of significant differences might suggest that in general these parties do not dif-
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ferentiate between candidates that did or did not win when renting out their branches.

This makes sense, as most benefits associated with winning a seat, such as access to the

public campaign fund and to free broadcast time, are kept by the party that originally

won the seat.

The appendix includes estimates with local linear estimates and including state

deputies in the analysis. The effect is slightly different for them, and the N grows sub-

stantially when including them. An interesting result in Figure 12 is that bare winners

for state deputy change much less than bare winners for federal deputy. This is likely

associated with progressive career ambitions: state deputies are often not the local party

leaders, and can stand to gain from remaining loyal to the current leader. Bare losers,

however, have the same incentives to switch as bare losers for federal deputy.
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4.3 Appendix: Additional estimates

Figure 11 – Bueno and Tuñon’s (2015) presentation of RDD results. Dots are Local Linear
estimates with triangular kernels, with the dotted line representing their 95%
confidence intervals. The dark grey line is the 3rd degree polynomial estimate.
The vertical dashed lines indicate half the MSE optimal bandwidth (37.4
thousand votes) and the MSE optimal bandwidth (74.8 thousand votes). 100
bandwidths estimated, from N = 30 to ±100,000 votes from cutoff. Top axis
shows number of observations.
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Figure 12 – Difference in Party Switching between Winners and Losers for All Offices and
All Cycles, LOESS
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Figure 13 – Difference in Party Switching between Winners and Losers for All Offices and
All Cycles, Local Linear
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5
Conclusion

How do you close an open-list? First, you give formal power to party leaders: allow them

to select candidates, compose joint lists with other parties, and extract resources for pork

from the executive. Then you give them control over campaign resources by creating a

public fund and centralizing their distribution on these same leaders. Finally, you allow

for near-unrestricted party creation and switching, so that most competitive politicians

are their own leaders and do not have to internally solve conflicts. Now you have an

electoral system formally open and based around preference votes, but in which leaders

have significant influence over who has a chance of winning a seat.

In this thesis, I described this particular dynamic that emerged in the Brazilian

electoral system due to a mix of permissive rules and deliberate strategies. It contributes

to the literature in electoral systems as a whole, adding to the discussion on the variety of

forms party-list proportional representation can take. Regarding party politics, the thesis

shows how party organizations can matter even when their labels matter very little to the

electorate: because many resources and prerogatives were given at the level of the local

party leader, it meant a lot to be one.

On the second chapter, I built the theoretical argument for how a list can close.

PR systems have variable degrees of openness, even if they formally their ballot structure

is the same. The particular case of Brazil mixes a formula of high personalization with

substantial powers for party leaders. This leads to the apparently paradoxical union of

high pre-election uncertainty for a large share of the candidates with a relatively large

electoral advantage for incumbents.

The third chapter includes a novel conceptualization of parties for rent, which are
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commonly referred to in the media and the scholarly literature but had not been subject to

rigorous concept formation thus far. I propose they are a local partisan strategy: parties

for rent are state parties that concentrate their efforts on electing a single candidate -

their renter - and do not invest on their party brand. As of 2018, they became the modal

type of state party in Brazil.

Finally, the fourth chapter analyzes the subject of party-switching, exploiting a

court decision that greatly increased the costs of switching parties. The results show that

before the decision, marginal candidates - winners that almost lost and losers that almost

won - were equally likely to switch parties. After the decision, bare losers become much

more sought after, while bare winners became “stuck” in their parties. I also provide one

of the first pieces of evidence of a well-accepted fact in Brazilian politics: that this decision

led to the creation of multiple new parties. In the cycle after the ban on switching, masses

of bare winners joined newly-founded parties, since this was considered “just cause” for

switching. These party switching movements are important for maintaining parties for

rent.

Despite this ‘closure’ of the lists, the system has not become less personalistic.

On the opposite: it is closed in the sense that party organizations have a strong veto

power over possible candidates and list compositions, but the vote received by each list

is little less than the sum of the personal reputations of its members and their personal

campaigns. From a normative point of view, this is probably not desirable, as it unites

the personalization of politics with the oligarchization of parties – arguably the worst of

both worlds.

However, this setting will likely not last long, nor become any more extreme than

it has become as of the 2018 election. Many of the features that brought Brazil to this

specific institutional and partisan arrangement have been changed through small reforms

throughout 2016 and 2017, but that will only come into effect starting in the 2020 local

elections. One is the enactment of an electoral performance threshold to access the public

funds and the free broadcast time. Parties that do not pass a minimum national vote

threshold (that will progressively increase over elections) will be denied access to these

resources, which greatly benefit parties for rent in their alliance deals.

The most important future change is the ban on joint electoral lists: now each
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party will necessarily present an individual list in the legislative elections. Due to the high

electoral thresholds in many states, this will basically turn unfeasible the strategy adopted

by most parties for rent of concentrating resources in a single candidate to participate in

a larger, composite list. Parties for rent typically have one candidate with a high tally of

personal votes and a few that only amass a fraction of the top candidate’s votes. This

is usually not enough to assure a seat in congress. These parties will necessarily have to

invest in more candidates, or will lose any shot at winning representation.

Many evaluations pictured the Brazilian OLPR system as highly chaotic, a “war

of all against all”. This thesis and other recent assessments argue this is likely not the

case - there is order in chaos, even if the underlying chaos still plays a significant role.

Parties coordinate their candidates or, alternatively and increasingly, candidates rent and

control their parties. The latter strategy had an important role in the making of Brazilian

politics in the last 20 years. But after the recent reforms, the future tends to be one of

stronger party brands but with “more open” lists, as they were probably intended to be.
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